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I. INTRODUCTION

Observations using the Hubble Space Telescope and the Herschel Space Observatory have recently indicated the existence of water vapor plumes at the Jovian moon Europa [1] and the dwarf planet Ceres in the main asteroid belt [2][3], respectively. These observations bring these worlds, together with Enceladus and its plumes, into the crosshairs in the search for habitability and the building blocks of life in the solar system. The plumes provide windows into these icy bodies’ interiors, instead of needing to penetrate the thick ice crust to reach and explore the subsurface environment in-situ.

Presented here is a small satellite mission concept designed at the NASA Ames Research Center’s (ARC) Mission Design Center (MDC) to the closest of these icy bodies, Ceres. The baseline is to utilizing pairs of small low-cost spacecraft. The primary spacecraft in these pairs, the *Plume Chaser*, will carry a mass spectrometer and an infrared spectrometer to characterize the vapor. Shortly after its arrival a second identical spacecraft, the *Plume Maker*, can be timed to impact with the surface in order to create a fresh ejecta plume, in case there are no natural occurrences of plume activities. This impact will be timed to coincide with a *Plume Chaser* fly-through. This enables additional subsurface chemistry, volatile content and material characterization, as well as new science complementary to that of *Dawn*.

The search for organics and the assessment of habitability form the core of the mission’s objectives, making it a natural follow-on to *Dawn*. Described are the science requirements, candidate instruments, rendezvous trajectories, spacecraft design and comparison with science from the *Dawn* spacecraft.

Furthermore, the mission to Ceres can be seen as a precursor mission to a future mission to the moon Europa. This small-spacecraft, low-cost design enables the exploration of other similar solar system bodies in a reasonable timeframe despite budgetary constraints. With this in mind and using the Plume Chaser design, a mission study of this concept out to Europa was also performed. Here the differences for such a mission from that of Ceres will be discussed.

The paper starts with a background and current state of the exploration of Ceres and Europa, the science objectives and proposed instrumentation, and then continuing with the spacecraft and orbital design for a mission to Ceres. The paper then concludes with a summary of a Europa mission follow-on, and what changes to the Ceres mission would be needed.

II. BACKGROUND

II.1. Ceres

Ceres was long considered to be a geologically dead object in the solar system, having no gravitational interaction with any nearby objects that can fuel the activity thought to maintain the liquid ocean, such as with Europa. However, the Hubble Space Telescope detected as many as eight dark regions on Ceres, possibly craters, releasing $10^{26}$ molecules (~6 kg) of material per second [4]. Near-IR spectroscopy suggests that Ceres is mineralogically homogeneous [5], however, far-IR spectroscopy conducted by the Herschel Space Observatory on plumes rising from Ceres found water vapor in the vicinity of two mid-latitude dark regions, the Piazzi region (21° latitude,
123° longitude) and Region A (23° latitude, 231° longitude) [2][3]. Thermal models suggest that liquid water could exist just below the surface [6] despite a mean surface temperature of 160 ± 53 K [7]. It is likely that these regions are not craters but ruptures in the crust or even cryovolcanoes, through which water vapor and other volatiles are sublimating. Recent findings from the Dawn spacecraft detected a number of bright, highly reflective spots, whose true nature have not yet been identified, and theories range from rocks and ice or salt deposits, to volcanoes and geysers.

Ceres is also interesting from a solar system formation standpoint. It has several properties that differentiate it from planetisimals (e.g. Lutetia), fragments of larger bodies (e.g. Gaspra) and shards (e.g. Itokawa). It has a differentiated structure, with an anhydrous silicate core and water-rich mantle[6] [5][8][9]. The relatively rare CM chondrites are thought to originate from it [10] and these contain chondrules, water, and organic compounds [11]. The C-chondrite composition of Ceres is puzzling, given the basaltic crust and metallic core of Vesta, another large asteroid in the belt. One possibility is that despite containing almost half the mass of the asteroid belt, Ceres may have accreted after bodies such as Vesta; if true, it likely contains fewer radiogenic elements such as 26Al. Though the Ceres origin of the C-chondrites is not certain [12], the possibility makes Ceres a high priority exploration target. Spared from the effects of the Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB) and located in a region dynamically unfavorable for planet formation, Ceres is a unique laboratory for studying the raw materials of planet formation, and linking its formation to that of the asteroids and comets.

II. II Europa

Scientists started to speculate about the possibility of a liquid ocean underneath the icy crust of Europa from images returned by the earliest flyby missions of Pioneer and Voyager. Since then further observations have revealed more details of this mysterious moon, as well as several other similar objects in our solar system that could potentially harbor liquids, and thus be habitable.

Many of the large Galilean moons can maintain subsurface liquid water environments and possibly hydrothermal-like systems. The National Research Council (NRC) rated a mission to Europa as the second highest priority flagship mission in the Planetary Science Decadal Survey Vision and Voyages For Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022, and both NASA and ESA have now set their eyes for these worlds for their next upcoming major missions: NASA’s Europa Clipper and ESA’s JUpiter ICy Explorer (JUICE).

Europa is believed to harbor a global saltwater ocean, containing more water than all of Earth’s oceans combined underneath its frozen crust [13][14]. Estimates of the ice thickness range between 1 and 30 km [15]. It has also been suggested that the thick ice crust can be well-mixed with the underlying ocean, sufficient to transport nutrients and energy from the surface and into the ocean underneath [16]. The existence of giant shallow lakes within the ice crust has been theorized [17] and evidence of surface-shifting geological activity, i.e. plate tectonics, has been found on Europa [18]. In addition, tentative detection of potential plume activity at Europa makes a subsurface ocean more likely [19] and may indicate close proximity to the surface. These findings point Europa to being more habitable than previously thought, and thus increase the plausibility that Europa could sustain extraterrestrial life [20][16].

III. SCIENCE OBJECTIVES

One of the driving questions in Planetary Science is how life emerged in our solar system, and on which bodies can life or traces of life be found. The exploration of organics, search for habitability, and characterization of the environments of our solar system form the overarching theme of the current Planetary Science Decadal Survey. This also forms the core of the Plume Chaser mission objectives, making it a natural follow-on and complementary mission to Dawn.

A summary of the science objectives for this mission to Ceres, which also extends to other similar icy bodies in the solar system, such as Europa, is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Science Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.1 Search for evidence of organics in the water vapor/plume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2 Determine the column water content and location of highest density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.3 Determine the elemental composition (C, H, O, N) of any carbon rich plume particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.4 Characterize the particles in the plume for dissolved salts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary Science Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.1 Characterize the silicate dust in the plume and relate it to other solar system objects, such as meteorites and comets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.2 Characterize the mechanical, chemical and geological properties of the crust by observing the impact site before and after impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.3 Look for surface compositional changes on the surface associated with venting; characterize composition differences involving water or possible organics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of the science objectives of the mission, listed in order of priority. Secondary objectives source from the decadal survey, ensuring good cross-correlation with data collected by Dawn.
III. Motivation for Exploration

Along with Mars, Jupiter’s icy moon Europa has long been considered a top target in the search for habitability and life elsewhere in the solar system. The 2012 Decadal Survey identified planetary habitats as a primary question: “Beyond Earth, are there contemporary habitats elsewhere in the solar system with necessary conditions, organic matter, water, energy, and nutrients to sustain life, and do organisms live there now?” and identified Europa exploration as an important step toward addressing said question, “The search for evidence of life is an emerging science priority for the moons of the outer solar system.”

However, this search is not restricted to planets and moons, but also includes the dwarf planets and asteroids, many of which could contain the “organic ingredients for life” [21]. The recent findings from New Horizons and Dawn, the on-going missions to two of the dwarf planets in our solar system, have spurred this interest in these kinds of icy worlds. Findings have revealed that both Ceres and Pluto, although comparably small objects, seems to be more geologically active than previously thought. This was especially highlighted by the observations of the Hershel Space Observatory of possible plumes on Ceres.

Enceladus’ and Europa’s (possible) plumes provide windows through the icy surfaces of these bodies that present an extraordinary opportunity to sample their interiors. From the characterization of organic compounds to providing information about the objects formation, sampling the plumes will potentially answer questions about the history of biologically important molecules and contribute to our understanding of how life originated in the solar system. Information collected will also help identify the sources of the plumes, which might be ice sublimation, water evaporation from a subsurface ocean, or even volatile loss from a cryovolcano.

Compared to the other icy objects in the solar system, Ceres is a much closer target in the search for possible habitable liquid water environments beyond Earth and, in addition, Ceres can be seen as a nearby analog, and test bed, for a subsequent mission to Europa.

III.II The Plume Chaser mission concept

The Plume Chaser mission concept is a novel approach for low-cost exploration of the solar system. The primary objective with this spacecraft is to understand the habitability and to search for indications of life in the plumes through the investigation of their composition and chemistry. In the case that no plumes are encountered upon arrival or during the life time of the Plume Chaser, a sister spacecraft, the Plume Maker can be used to impact and artificially create plumes from the surface, ensuring that the science objectives will be met.

III.III Plume Chaser as a follow-on to Dawn

The Dawn spacecraft, which recently arrived at Ceres, carries a suite of instruments designed to explore the surface and the immediate subsurface. These include visible cameras for global mapping, a visible and near infrared spectrometer for mineralogy investigations, and a gamma-ray and neutron spectrometer for characterizing elemental abundances, particularly that of uranium, thorium and potassium [22]. These techniques can detect water within a meter of the surface and identify its form as hydrated minerals or water ice. Morphology and distribution of craters or pits similar to those seen on Vesta [23][24][25] will indicate the amount of water on Ceres, as well as whether the plumes originate from craters, volcanoes, or crustal rifts. Though Dawn has experienced issues with reaction wheels [26][27], its instruments remain proven with a successful year in orbit around Vesta [28][29]. In light of this, a relevant question to address is the added benefit that a follow-on mission to Ceres could provide.

Dawn arrived in the vicinity of Ceres when the dwarf planet was close to aphelion, while the detected outgassing event was observed at perihelion. Therefore venting can be expected to be non-existent or at its minimum during Dawn’s residence around Ceres [30]. It is, however, possible that Dawn might be able to detect intermittent vents by catching ejecta plumes on the horizon with the visible camera. If it can fly through one of these plumes after detecting it, Dawn might even be able to perform basic mineralogy on the ejecta using the visible and near-infrared spectrometer payload. However, the spacecraft’s instrumentation is not capable of performing a precise analysis of the solid and gaseous components of the plumes. Dawn has no method for determining any information on the critical isotopic composition of the volatile components, which could provide insight into formation mechanisms of asteroids and comets, and the origin and history of biogenic elements. Questions such as the dust-to-water ratio of the plumes, isotopic properties of the volatiles, and resulting implications will remain unanswered. A mass spectrometer is needed to capture and detect elemental and molecular species and spectrally analyze the constituents of the plume. The Plume Chaser spacecraft discussed in this work will carry this important instrument.

Additionally, a controlled surface impact that can be observed will yield valuable information about Ceres’ subsurface chemistry and material strength. By imaging a location before and after impact, valuable information on the nature of the crust and its mechanical, chemical and geological properties can be obtained. This is information not available from a remote sensing
approach. Collection of this data has many implications for constraining observations of other, similar dark objects such as comets and C-class asteroids. Furthermore, the impact will likely trigger the release of subsurface volatiles; in the event that Ceres is not naturally venting at the time of arrival, a controlled impact would allow sampling of the interior volatiles. Complementary observation of the impact by Earth-centered observatories, such as the Herschel Space Observatory and the Hubble Space Telescope will also allow for calibrations that could aid future detections of similar events.

In addition to the significant scientific value of a follow-up mission to Ceres, there are budgetary and technology development benefits. The current exploration paradigm for planetary missions is one of multiple instruments and a budget in excess of a billion dollars [21]. The mission concept proposed here focuses on a different but complementary paradigm, dedicated to finding biologically important molecules by sending less complex and costly spacecraft to multiple destinations. For this reason, this work also details the compact spacecraft design.

III.IV Development of Mission Concepts

It is expected that more information about Ceres and the nature of its possible plume activities will be revealed as Dawn continues its ongoing exploration of Ceres. However, until more is known, there are three complementary possibilities that the proposed concept must be capable of performing within. Each of these scenarios are described further below.

III.IV.I Venting from the surface is common.

In the scenario where venting from the surface is common, an exosphere with a varying but detectable density of molecules from beneath the surface can be expected. The spacecraft must be able to sample this tenuous exosphere, task referred to as the “sniff” operation. For this scenario the Plume Chaser spacecraft must enter into low circular orbit and sample the exosphere using the mass and infrared spectrometers. In this scenario the addition of the Plume Maker induced impact ejecta might not be critical to meet the science objectives, however, the impact would also provide with a freshly excavated surface for remote investigations.

III.IV.II Venting uncommon, but occasional.

It is believed that the venting events on Ceres could be periodical, occurring primarily at perihelion. In this case the trajectory must be designed to establish orbit around Ceres prior to any expected outbursts at perihelion, approximately two to three months. Given this condition, the spacecraft will likely encounter one or more plumes. The lifetime of vented molecules in the exosphere is expected to be short and therefore the spacecraft needs to be capable of lingering in orbit until a plume is detected, after which it can be maneuvered to sample it. We refer to this task as the “wait” operation. The data would be collected on the ramp-up of plume emissions and consistently revisited until approximately one to two months after perihelion. An impact by Plume Maker would be timed to follow this collection period, as to not interfere with the naturally occurring venting events.

III.IV.III Venting is rare or non-existent

The case could also be that the venting is rare, or even that the plumes detected by Herschel Space Observatory were a sporadic occurrence under extremely favourable conditions. A trace exosphere or residue from prior out-gassing may be beyond the detection limit of the instruments, and it is possible that no additional sublimation or eruptions could appear during residence around Ceres. In this scenario, the addition of Plume Maker will help guarantee scientific return. The impacting spacecraft should arrive after the initial completion of the wait and sniff tasks, as to not disrupt studies of any natural plume activities, before artificially creating the plume and eject volatile material for Plume Chaser to fly through. This task of coordinated impact and plume sampling is referred to as the “impact” task. Following impact observations, the orbiter returns to the wait and sniff tasks before departing the target body before the end of life (EOL).

III.IV.IV Plume Maker Observation Window

In the scenarios above, when Plume Maker impacts the surface and creates the artificial plume, Plume Chaser will fly through the ejecta, enabling the subsurface science characterization goals of the mission even in the case there are no naturally occurring plume events. In order to fulfill the science objectives, determining the post-impact observation window is an important factor to enable this return. Considering predicted impact characteristics, distributions of ejected particles versus time after impact were simulated [31][32], where the orbital altitude of 200 km is of interest, Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: Altitude versus time after impact: Distribution of ejected particle velocities. Velocities are with reference to the Ceres surface.

According to these results, if *Plume Chaser* arrives less than two minutes after impact an adequate number of particles may not have reached the observation altitude. Further, particles with a velocity of over 500 m/s will not reach the 200 km altitude. Even when combined with a component of the spacecraft’s velocity, these particles are at the edge of a miniaturized spectrometer’s minimum required ionization speed. Therefore the collection and analysis of particles were focused on for the 750 to 2000 m/s range. It can be observed that a majority of these particles have crossed the 200 km observation altitude after a post-impact time of six minutes. In this case, the window for *Plume Chaser* to reach at the impact site with a targeted number of suitable particles at its orbital altitude of 200 km is between 2 to 6 minutes after impact.

### III.V Instrumentation

To fulfill the science objectives, a payload of three-instruments is proposed: a mass spectrometer, an infrared spectrometer, and a visual/infrared camera. The science traceability matrix, presented in Table 2, demonstrates how tentatively proposed candidate instruments might fulfill science objectives. In addition to the science return of these instruments, responses from the three-axis stabilized attitude determination and control system (ADCS) can provide measurements of column density as it flies through the plume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Objectives</th>
<th>Capable Instruments</th>
<th>Instrument Functional Requirements</th>
<th>Mission Functional Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.1 Search for evidence of organics in the water vapor/plume</td>
<td>ENIJA IR spectrometer</td>
<td>Physical capture and detection of elemental and molecular compounds</td>
<td>Fly through plume at closest approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2 Determine the column water content and location of highest density</td>
<td>ENIJA IR spectrometer, NanoCam C1U S/C ADCS</td>
<td>Same as A.1, Spectral analysis of H2O emission lines at 1.89, 2, 2.7 and 3 um wavelengths, Characterize disturbance torque on spacecraft during flyby</td>
<td>Align instruments with velocity vector, Collect up to 40 seconds of data from instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.3 Determine the elemental composition (C, H, O, N) of any carbon rich plume particles</td>
<td>ENIJA IR spectrometer</td>
<td>Collect and compositionally analyze between 10 nm and 100 um sized particles with mass spectra in the 1 – 2000 amu range</td>
<td>Same as A.3, No additional requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.4 Characterize the particles in the plume for dissolved salts.</td>
<td>ENIJA IR spectrometer</td>
<td>Same as A.3</td>
<td>No additional requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.1 Characterize the silicate dust in the plume and relate it to other solar system objects, such as meteorites and comets</td>
<td>ENIJA IR spectrometer</td>
<td>Same as A.1</td>
<td>Point spacecraft camera at surface before and/or after flyby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.2 Characterize the mechanical, chemical and geological properties of the crust by observing the impact site before and after impact</td>
<td>NanoCam C1U IR spectrometer</td>
<td>400 – 1000 nm spectrum, 35 mm / f1.9 lens, 9.22 deg field-of-view (FOV), Resolution of &lt; 80 m per pixel</td>
<td>No additional requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.3 Look for surface compositional changes on the surface associated with venting; characterize composition differences involving water or possible organics</td>
<td>IR spectrometer</td>
<td>Spectral analysis of H2O emission lines at 1.89, 2, 2.7, and 3 um wavelengths</td>
<td>No additional requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Science traceability matrix
All three of Plume Chaser’s instruments will be located on the face opposite the propulsion system, allowing for the capture of imagery and particles as the spacecraft flies through the plume. The approach trajectory must keep the sun behind the spacecraft to allow collection of spectral and visible backscatter from the plume. After passing through, the spacecraft can rotate toward the anti-velocity vector to observe the sun and collect transmission spectra. Simultaneous camera observations in backward and forward scatter will constrain grain sizes and concentrations. During additional orbits, the spectrometer and camera can record spectral surface characteristics and high-resolution images that can complement and constrain other observations, and help characterize potential future landing sites on the targeted body.

III.V.1 Mass Spectrometer

To fulfill the science requirements and maximize instrument return, a mass spectrometer optimized for high impact rates and a gas and plasma-rich background is desired. This instrument should be able to collect and analyze 10 nm to 100 μm sized particles with mass spectra in the 1 to 2000 atomic mass units (amu) range. This makes it sensitive to water ice, minerals, metals, organic particles and mixtures of these components, optimal for detecting biologically important molecules. This wide range also permits characterization of the particle chemistry of individual ions like H+, C- and O-, as well as complex organics with heavier atomic masses.

An example of a suitable instrument is the Enceladus Icy Jets Analyzer (ENIJA), a reflection-based impact-ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometer developed by the University of Stuttgart for the detection of individual hypervelocity dust particulate impacts [33]. Developed through miniaturization of flight-proven hardware from Cassini and Stardust, with a TRL of 4, the instrument has measurement modes for either cations or anions formed upon impact and can simultaneously determine the mass of detected grains. Further, it can capture and detect elemental and molecular species that might indicate a salty ocean source for the water vapor, including Na, H2O, H, C, O, (H2O)2Na+, (NaOH)nNa+, (NaCl)nNa+ and (Na2CO3)nNa+ [34].

An important consideration for miniaturized spectrometers is the ionization speed. Collections by the spectrometer are produced by high-velocity impacts of individual particulate grains onto a metal target. To be ionized and measured, molecules must impact the detector at speeds typically in excess of 1 km/s. However, a stable repeating orbit for science collection around Ceres will give Plume Chaser an orbital velocity in the 0.2–0.3 km/s range; in fact, the maximum achievable velocity from Ceres orbit is the escape velocity of 0.53 km/s. For this scenario, the natural ejection velocity of particles from the impact event can be leveraged for ionization. This velocity has been measured at 0.3–0.7 km/s; particles on ballistic trajectories are ejected with velocities exceeding 1 km/s [3]. If the miniaturized spectrometer is mounted on the nadir-facing surface at a 45° angle, combined with the velocity of the spacecraft, a large number of particles will impact the spectrometer with sufficient velocity for ionization at a measurement altitude of 200 km.

III.V.2 Infrared Spectrometer

Good detection sensitivity for C-H and N-H bonds, which are indicative of hydrocarbons and other organics, is strongly desired for the mission’s infrared spectrometer. A primary science objective of the Plume Chaser mission is the detection and determination of the location of greatest plume density; this is possible by imaging H2O emission lines at 1.89, 2, 2.7 and 3 μm wavelengths. Therefore the optical range must be at least 1.8 to 3 μm. The selected spectrometer should also be capable of measuring particle scattering in both emission and absorption modes, depending on the viewing angle, to yield more size and shape information on the ejected particles.

An example of a capable instrument is an infrared spectrometer being jointly developed by NASA Ames Research Center, Draper Laboratories and ThermoFisher Scientific. Currently at a TRL of 6, this single-aperture spectrometer has dimensions of 0.8U for optics and 1U" for electronics. The instrument has an optical range of 1.6 to 3.4 μm and 0.15 μm resolution. This spectral band is sensitive to water in both gas and solid phases. The 1.89 and 2 μm bands are twice as sensitive as the shorter 1.38 to 1.5 μm bands, and the 2.7 and 3.0 μm bands are fifty times more sensitive. Further, the edge of the detection range, at 3.4 μm, allows good detection sensitivity for C-H and N-H bonds.

III.V.3 Visible Wavelength Camera

During spacecraft approach, autonomous software that uses visual-based navigation techniques [35][36][37] will be used for guidance into orbit, and subsequently toward plumes of interest. In addition to being part of the payload, the visible wavelength camera is therefore an integral part of the Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C) subsystem. Results from camera imagery taken concurrently with plume infrared spectroscopy will improve guidance during subsequent passes, enabling the spacecraft to intersect the plume.

To allow plume imagery, a camera with a visible and near-infrared detection range is required. An *1U denotes a volume of 1 liter, according to the CubeSat standard.
example of a candidate instrument is the GomSpace NanoCam C1U visible wavelength camera, developed specifically for CubeSats. It is currently at a mature TRL of 9, though additional testing will be needed for radiation shielding and applications beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Its 3 MP CMOS sensor has 10-bit color and a 400 to 1,000 nm capture spectrum. A 35 mm / f1.9 lens gives the camera a 9.22° field-of-view (FOV) and a resolution of less than 80 m per pixel from an orbital altitude of 650 km [38], enabling it to fulfill all desired objectives.

IV SPACECRAFT DESIGN

To fulfill all the science requirements, a two-spacecraft architecture with one orbiter and one impactor, named Plume Chaser and Plume Maker, respectively, is proposed. Both Plume Chaser and Plume Maker fall into the microsatellite category, having a wet mass of less than 190 kg. To meet the challenges of a low-cost small-spacecraft mission, Plume Chaser is designed to fit within the ESPA Grande volume envelope [39] and is compatible with a 61 inch height Moog Engineering ESPA Grande ring adapter [40].

The spacecraft have the dimensions of 40 cm x 40 cm x 30 cm. One of the main challenges associated with the spacecraft concept is to keep the dry mass as low as possible while maintaining the structural integrity and a proper radiation shielding of the spacecraft. The vehicle model concept is composed of a main avionic and payload module located in its center and a propulsion module, which wraps around the avionics payload module. The solution implemented uses a 3D printed titanium tank for propellant storage and radiation shielding. This dramatically reduces the mass of the structure and shielding required for the mission. Also, another benefit of this design architecture is to add modularity by having two independent modules, propulsion and avionics, which facilitates implementation, assembly and testing.

Plume Maker’s avionics package, propellant tank and fuel mass are identical to that of Plume Chaser, though removal of the payload package reduces the dry mass and allows for additional propellant that can be used to increase the impact velocity. Fig. 2 shows the baseline design.

Following subsections gives further details on selected subsystems of the spacecraft design, such as the CubeSat Ambipolar Thruster (CAT) engine.

IV.I Propulsion

The selected propulsion system for the Plume Chaser and Plume Maker spacecraft is the CAT engine [46], under development at the University of Michigan, Fig. 3. Plans are for it to be spaceflight tested in 2015, which will raise this system’s TRL to 8 [47]. This design consists of a radio antenna that launches a helicon wave and turns the iodine propellant into plasma. The wave heats the electrons that transfer their thermal energy into ion kinetic energy via an ambipolar electric field. Electrons and ions are ejected through a magnetic nozzle to produce thrust. The propellant is stored in tanks and is injected into a plasma liner that consists of a quartz chamber that tolerates high temperatures and directs the flow of gas. Then, the plasma is accelerated out of the liner with magnetic fields that are generated from powerful permanent magnets. A 3D printed faraday shield made of titanium encloses the thruster and the antenna while acting as a support for both the liner and magnets.

Fig. 3: CubeSat Ambipolar Thruster (CAT) engine.

This technology presents a breakthrough in the current capabilities of propulsion systems for small satellites. The propulsion system fits in a 1U CubeSat form factor and the propellant tanks accommodate 25 kg of iodine propellant for every 5U of volume. With this configuration, a small volume can satisfy a high delta-V requirement and gives greater flexibility for a variety of missions. Multiple propellants can be used, although iodine is selected for this mission due to its high efficiency of over 60 percent, depending on the power and the specific impulse, and high molecular density of 5 g/cm³. The power required for operation ranges from 3 to 300 W and has been previously demonstrated. The total power allocated for the propulsion system is 175 W. This configuration optimizes the mass budget for the propulsion system and complies with the operational thruster power requirements. The propellant tanks are blended into the design of the spacecraft, being part of the structure, and 3D printed. Details on the plasma acceleration mechanisms within the engine are in the literature [48].

Fig. 2: Baseline designs for the Plume Chaser and Plume Maker spacecraft.
IV.II Power

Plume Chaser has power requirements unique to a microsatellite; it must be able to sustain high average power dissipation at an increasing distance from the sun. The CAT engine is able to use 175 W of power and can be fired for days or weeks at a time.

For a distance of the Ceres orbit, of about 3 AU, solar arrays sized to the minimum solar intensity of the targeted body were found to be able to provide sufficient power. The solar intensity comes out to 11.27% of that at Earth (154 W/m²). This results in an active solar panel area of 0.72 m² and solar array mass of 2.5 kg without a gimbaled system. At Ceres, the CAT engine will no longer need to provide maximum thrust. For the electrical power system (EPS), a proven design with flight heritage is strongly preferred. In-house designs by NASA Ames can be tailored to the specific requirements of the mission. The design is aimed at reuse of the heritage of the nanosat bus flown on GeneSat [41], PharmaSat [42], Nanosail-D2 [43], OOREOS [44], and SporeSat [45], and subsequently advances these designs to satisfy the demands of a propulsion system.

IV.III Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS)

ADCS requirements are derived from performance data of previous interplanetary spacecraft that performed gravity-assist flyby maneuvers. Pointing requirements for the Cassini spacecraft during the Enceladus-5 flyby are used as a baseline to size the Plume Chaser ADCS [49]. The estimated worst-case external disturbance torque when flying through a plume was approximately 125 mN·m at Enceladus [50], well below Plume Chaser’s maximum angular momentum storage of 500 mN·m per axis. In the Saturn system, Cassini required a pointing accuracy of over, or equal to, 0.34° for flyby maneuvers.

Candidate systems to fulfill these requirements include the RWp-500 reaction wheels from Blue Canyon Technologies and an accompanying nano-star tracker [51][52]. For reaction wheel de-saturation, candidate ADCS systems include the Busek μPPT-1 Micro Propellant Attitude Control System (MPACS) cluster [53], which hosts pulsed plasma thrusters with flight heritage from FalconSat-3 [54]. Coupled with nanosatellite specific models to manage disturbance torques [55], the spacecraft will be capable of meeting all objectives.

IV.IV Telecommunications

Technical challenges arise with regard to the feasibility of telecommunications for a small satellite at Ceres. By extrapolating assumptions from analysis of telecommunications with CubeSats in the Martian system [56] and assuming the use of two-arrayed 34-meter Deep Space Network (DSN) dishes and the Opportunistic Multiple Antenna per spacecraft scenario [57][58], we conclude that communication to Ceres orbit is feasible with an onboard antenna capable of transmitting at 20 dB gain. However, most CubeSat systems at a TRL of 9 use simple low gain antennas (max 6 dBi) and operate in the UHF or S-Band with no navigation capability.

Recent developments point in the right direction, such as the DSN compatible X-band Iris CubeSat transponder [59]. Alternately, multiple antenna solutions could meet mission needs; a patch antenna array capable of 20 dBi gain with a mass at, or under, 0.5 kg can close the link at Ceres range. Inflatable antennas being developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) offer a promising 30 dB gain with a 2 m parabolic dish for a stowed volume to fit inside a 2U volume and a total mass of less than 2 kg [60]. Therefore, there are multiple candidate solutions to close a link budget for the proposed mission.

V ORBITAL DESIGN

Both the Plume Chaser and the Plume Maker will use electric propulsion and will be launched as auxiliary payloads into a Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO). Separating from a launch vehicle on its way to GEO is an opportunity for total fuel, e.g. delta-V, and time-of-flight (TOF) savings, and thus reducing the cost of the overall mission. Sharing a launch into this orbit has become increasingly cost-effective in recent years and it is expected to be even more optimal in the upcoming future due to the increment in GTO launches. In 2013, more than six launches into this orbit were performed from Kennedy Space Center. In addition, commercial space companies such as SpaceX have increased their frequency of launches per year. For 2014, at least four GTO launches are scheduled with the Falcon 9 rocket [61].

Since Plume Chaser and Plume Maker fall into the microsatellite category, they may be mounted either vertically or cantilevered, increasing the number of launch opportunities as a secondary payload.

Another potential implementation for the mission scenario is to use the spacecraft as a piggyback aboard an interplanetary rocket. An interplanetary launch would provide a positive characteristic energy that would push the spacecraft outside the Earth’s sphere of influence and significantly decrease the delta-V budget, propellant mass and time-of-flight (TOF).

The idea with this mission concept is to set a baseline for an accessible and easy exploration of the solar system. Standardization is needed for this ambitious goal and the same approach can be potentially used for many other mission concepts. Hopefully, this
scenario can help to pave the way for low-cost interplanetary exploration.

As discussed above, Plume Chaser targets an arrival into a 200 km science orbit around Ceres between 1 to 4 months prior to the July 2027 Ceres perihelion. Other trajectory constraints include the use of solar electric propulsion, a maximum TOF of 5 years, an initial wet mass of between 140-200 kg and at least 50 W of power available to the spacecraft bus at any time during the trajectory. A propellant-power trade study found a relatively suitable window in January 2022 that meets these constraints. For a departure epoch of 1 Dec 2021 with an initial wet mass of 170 kg and initial power of 1 kW, the baseline trajectory, Fig. 4, delivers 53 kg of mass to Ceres in 4.8 years, on 31 Mar 2027. After orbit insertion, 2.36 km/s of delta-V is available for science and EOL operations. Due to the low gravity, station keeping consumes minimal fuel, leaving a 43 kg dry mass and 1.75 km/s of delta-V at the end of the 12-month nominal mission lifespan, enough to enable an extended mission.

For a departure on a direct intersection path with Ceres. As designed, this trajectory will remain in GTO until 5 months after the July 2027 perihelion. This allows Plume Chaser time to conduct the sniff and wait mission sets; a thorough operational understanding of the spacecraft during this time will help ensure rendezvous within the two to six minute post-impact observation window. Additionally, for possible future planetary protection considerations, a hypervelocity impact should be able to vaporize the impactor [62]. A lower limit of 3 km/s has been proposed to fulfill this requirement [63][64]; therefore Plume Maker must arrive at Ceres with at least this velocity in the local frame.

A trajectory trade study was performed seeking to maximize impact energy and minimize time of flight. Assuming a co-manifested launch with Plume Chaser for cost reasons, Plume Maker will remain in GTO until departure on a direct intersection path with Ceres. However, since it is possible that a launch opportunity closer to the departure date may be attainable; this pre-Phase A analysis does not consider GTO station-keeping costs. For a GTO departure epoch of 21 May 2025 with an initial wet mass of 140 kg and initial power of 1 kW, the baseline trajectory delivers 41 kg of impact mass to Ceres in 2.1 years, with an impact date of 26 Nov 2027, Fig 6. As designed, this trajectory creates an impact velocity of 9.3 km/s, generating impact energy of 1.76 GJ.

![Fig. 4: Interplanetary trajectory for Plume Chaser.](image_url)

The Plume Chaser trajectory utilizes a Mars Gravity Assist (MGA) to reach Ceres. Since most of the plume activity is centered on the mid-latitudes [2][3], the target science orbit has an inclination of 21-25° to allow for maximum dwell time over these regions. Observations from Dawn will hopefully help narrow the focus of future design iterations. Fuel is held in reserve to execute a hyperbolic escape trajectory at the conclusion of the mission. EOL will occur on this path, designed such that it will not intersect a planetary body for at least 50 years.

Plume Maker’s trajectory design faces different challenges. This spacecraft must arrive at Ceres with sufficient mass and velocity to excavate a crater no less than 10 m wide and 3 m deep. Fig 5 presents the crater depth-diameter curves for a 40 kg impactor with an impact velocity of 10 km/s. The impact angle bounds the trade space for the design of the trajectory from Earth.

![Fig. 5: Depth-diameter curves vs. impact angle for an impact velocity of 10 km/s. Diameter of the crater (Dcrater, blue line), depth of the crater for an icy surface (Hcrater, green line), and ejected mass in megatons (red line), are shown.](image_url)

Similar requirements of 50 W of power to the bus at all times and a maximum TOF of 5 years are levied, with the additional constraint to arrive 3-5 months after the July 2027 perihelion. This allows Plume Chaser time to conduct the sniff and wait mission sets; a thorough operational understanding of the spacecraft during this time will help ensure rendezvous within the two to six minute post-impact observation window. Additionally, for possible future planetary protection considerations, a hypervelocity impact should be able to vaporize the impactor [62]. A lower limit of 3 km/s has been proposed to fulfill this requirement [63][64]; therefore Plume Maker must arrive at Ceres with at least this velocity in the local frame.
It has been proposed that the ice on Ceres may be unstable on the surface and down to a depth of a few tens of meters below a regolith layer [8]. The baseline impact trajectory is very likely to exceed the minimum required crater and excavate material from beneath regolith tens of meters deep. However, if greater velocities are deemed necessary, the trajectory design space does include the potential for impact energies as high as 2.75 GJ and velocities up to 11.1 km/s.

VI EUROPA MISSION FOLLOW-ON

The Plume Chaser spacecraft can be adapted for a follow on mission to the icy bodies further out in the solar system. A follow-on mission to Jupiter’s moon Europa was designed. Much of the mission and spacecraft design from the Ceres mission above can be reused here, but a number of changes are needed, especially for the orbital design, radiation and planetary protection considerations, as well as the power and thermal management subsystems.

VI.1 Orbital Design

The Europa Plume Chaser mission concept considers two scenarios that differ a bit from that of the Ceres Plume Chaser spacecraft with the impacting Plume Maker spacecraft. The two scenarios are referred to as the Europa Direct Flyby and the Jupiter Capture Flyby. In the first scenario, two or more spacecraft travel directly to Europa from a highly elliptical heliocentric orbit. In the second scenario, a single spacecraft will go into orbit around Jupiter and perform three close passes of Europa. To achieve the scientific objective in both of these scenarios, the spacecraft will make close flyby to Europa’s surface in order to characterize any plumes being ejected.

VI.1.1 Europa Direct Flyby

The Europa Direct Flyby scenario consists of at least two Plume Chaser spacecraft flying in a highly elliptical heliocentric trajectory to Europa. Both spacecraft will perform flybys of Europa, where the first will detect the plume to locate the densest portion, while the following spacecraft will travel through the plume to perform the science measurements. The spacecraft flying through the plume will be 3-axis stabilized with the instruments pointing in the direction of the satellite motion, i.e. ram direction. After the flight through the plume, the spacecraft will turn to the opposite direction to observe the sun through the plume in order to capture transmission spectra.

This Direct Flyby scenario considers two stages in the trajectory analysis. First the spacecraft goes from a GTO to the end of Earth’s SOI. In order to escape Earth’s gravity, the spacecraft performs a lunar gravity assist. At the second stage, the spacecraft is propelled to go directly to Europa in an elliptical heliocentric trajectory and performs a hyperbolic flyby, Fig. 7. The total time-of-flight for this case is 7.7 years while the delta-V requirement is 13.9 km/s. Both spacecraft will pass Europa at an altitude of 25 km with a closing velocity of 5.6 km/s.

VI.1.2 Jupiter Capture Flyby

The Jupiter Capture Flyby scenario consists of a spacecraft that will enter a highly elliptical orbit around Jupiter and perform three passes over Europa’s surface. In the first flyby, the spacecraft will locate and observe any plume activity and fly through it during the second pass. Similar to the first scenario, the spacecraft flying through the plume will be 3-axis stabilized with the instruments pointing in the ram direction. Once it has
gone through the plume, the spacecraft will rotate 180 degrees to observe the Sun through the plume in order to capture transmission spectra.

The interplanetary trajectory is designed using the patched conic method and is divided into four different legs. The first leg starts at the GTO orbit when the electric thrusters turn on and propel the spacecraft out of the Earth’s SOI, using lunar gravity assist. The second leg begins when the spacecraft escapes Earth’s gravity and performs a heliocentric spiral orbit around the Sun to reach Jupiter’s SOI. During the third leg, the spacecraft is injected from Jupiter’s SOI into the science orbit around Jupiter, Fig. 8. The last leg, or decommissioning phase, will place the spacecraft into a collision trajectory with Jupiter. The overall duration of the mission is 10.2 years and it requires a total propellant mass of 141 kg to provide a total delta-V of 17.8 km/s to place a dry mass of 40 kg from Earth’s GTO into a science orbit around Jupiter and decommission in the Jovian system.

VI.II Power

While a deployable solar panel could provide power for an earth-departure burn, and even for a Ceres insertion burn, it would be difficult to sustain such power dissipation at Jovian distances. The average solar intensity of the Jovian system is 49.7 W/m², or about 3.7% of the solar intensity at the Earth’s orbit. This means that a deployable solar panel that generates 175 W at Earth’s orbit would only generate 6.5 W in the Jovian system.

In order to operate the ion propulsion system in the outer solar system, an alternative power source is required. The technique focused on here is radioisotope thermophotovoltaic (RTPV) power source developed and provided by Idaho National Labs (INL). An RTPV generates power from a radioisotope covered in tungsten cement. The radioactive decay heats the tungsten cement to incandescence; the emitted photons are then absorbed by photovoltaic cells. An RTPV system that generates 227 W of power at beginning of life (BOL) would contain 2 kg of PuO2, with an overall system mass of 5.5 kg, and occupy a volume of 940 cm³. With a predicted thermal efficiency of 28%, the thermal dissipation would be 567 W. Estimated end of life (EOL) power after an eight-year mission, such as in the case for Europa, would be 200 W. The spacecraft design from the Ceres mission is modified to accommodate this power subsystem, Fig 9.

VI.III Thermal

The thermal design uses a fully passive system utilizing deployed radiators to control component temperatures, which avoids additional active cooling/heating system power losses. It should be noted that most of the heat required for dissipation comes from the PuO2 RTPV power supply, which generates 567 W of waste heat at mission start. Also, the orientation and position of the spacecraft is paramount, since it will determine the heat dissipation rate due to the placement of the RTPV and deployed radiator panels.

The key thermal requirements are:
1) to maintain the propellant below 60° C,
2) to maintain the different subsystems within their thermal operating range,
3) to maintain the RTPV photovoltaic cells at 70° C, plus or minus 10° C, to maintain operating efficiency, and
4) to maintain a <10° C temperature gradient within the iodine fuel feed system running between the tank and CAT engine, to avoid condensation.

In order to fulfill the above requirements two thermal mission phases must be considered: launch vehicle integration lifetime and post launch vehicle separation. During launch vehicle integration, the spacecraft and deployer rack will be actively cooled using an ablative solid-nitrogen system. After launch vehicle separation, the radiating panels will be automatically deployed and lock into position for the duration of the mission. The thermal conductance path between the power source and the spacecraft will be designed to thermally integrate the RTPV heat into the vehicle skin and radiator panels.

The following key assumptions are made:
- both large spacecraft faces are used for radiating energy (40x40 cm faces),
IR emissivity is assumed to be 0.88 (consistent with silvered Teflon, 0.25 mm thick),
the RTPV dissipates 567 W thermal,
the target uniform steady-state satellite skin temperature is approximately 50°C,
the solar flux is neglected for this calculation (its contribution is much less than the 567 W generated by the RTPV).

After taking the above into account, to satisfy the energy balance, 0.63 m² of additional radiator area is required. With the two 40x40 cm radiator panels (sized to match the area of the top and bottom surfaces) fully deployed and assuming they radiate with a 0.88 emissivity equally from both the front and back surfaces, the thermal energy dissipated is slightly more than required to maintain a 50°C C skin temperature.

VI.IV Radiation protection

Radiation protection is of major concern for a Europa mission, where, in addition to the radiation received during the long interplanetary travel, the environment around Europa is subjected to the strong radiation driven by Jupiter’s magnetic field. Plume Chaser must endure between a three to eight year interplanetary transit depending on scenario, which starts from a geosynchronous transfer orbit and finishing in either single or multiple Europa flybys, which pass through the densest portion of the Jovian trapped radiation environment. A four-part methodology is used for both scenarios to meet commonly accepted radiation susceptibility requirements for use of various COTS electronics components, applied in the following order:

1) a standard chassis shielding mass assumption (which in this case includes the titanium propellant tank as a majority of the chassis),
2) sector shielding due to inherent spacecraft mass,
3) spot shielding, and
4) radiation-hardened component up-selection.

The sector shielding analysis determines the dosage gradient within the spacecraft, and critical components are then placed in a more centralized spacecraft location if possible. If the sector analysis returns a dosage above threshold requirements for specific components and relocation is not feasible, spot shielding is then applied directly to said component in a sufficient amount to meet dosage requirements.

VI.V Planetary protection

Also the issue of planetary protection is mostly applicable to Europa, since Ceres has a low planetary protection category. However, this is subject for review depending on the results found on future discoveries. This is particularly true if it will be found that Ceres does harbor liquid water, where a classification similar to Europa can be expected.

The planetary protection requirement for a Europa mission, in line with current recommendations [65][66], maintains a less than 1/10,000 chance that a viable organism will be introduced into Europa. Taking into account the characteristics of the herein proposed mission concepts, they should both be classified in a Planetary Protection Category III, since they will be performing flybys of Europa. However, due to the sensitivity of the mission and the possibility of an impacting encounter with Europa, a more thorough sterilization process, similar to the Viking landers, should be taken into consideration. This could include reducing the bioburden, i.e. the number of carried living microbes, to Category IVa, followed by heat treatment at 125 °C for 30 hours, enabling a million-fold reduction of the bioburden [67].

There are a number of different methods to reduce the bioburden, but dry heat microbial reduction (DHMR) is currently the only approved full-system microbial reduction method [68]. However, for any subsystems incompatible with DHMR, alternative methods recently approved or currently under evaluation, such as Vapor-Phase Hydrogen Peroxide (VHP) [68], ethylene oxide, and gamma radiation and electron beams should be used. Also, passive sterilization through the high particle fluxes, encountered after launch to Europa, will further reduce the bioburden.

Due to the comparably smaller size and the CubeSat-inherited concept, faster assembly and easier accessibility to individual components will be enabled. This will mitigate several of the problems experienced by larger conventional spacecraft. For instance, less resources and allocated time are expected to be required for assembly, and the entire spacecraft can be treated for microbial reduction in a relatively small high-grade cleanroom facility, making sterilization both easier to reach while also better maintaining total system-level sterilization. Furthermore, the spacecraft should be smoothly designed with minimal external attachments, minimizing specific bioburden areas that are difficult to clean. Also, by using high-temperature and radiation tolerant components, a harsher sterilization method is possible. In case of an accidental impact with Europa, the impacting energy released due to the spacecrafts 5 km/s hypervelocity relative to the moon is expected to kill remaining organisms carried on the spacecraft. The typical requirement for a low probability of collision may be waived for these hypervelocity impact cases [69].

VII CONCLUSIONS

The Plume Chaser – Plume Maker mission concept presents a relatively low-cost architecture to explore the dwarf planet Ceres, investigate the content of water vapor detected around its surface and characterize
possible biologically important molecules. Results are applicable to open questions regarding the formation of the asteroid belt, origin of volatiles and the future habitability of Ceres. While Dawn will characterize surface features on Ceres in 2015, Plume Maker and Plume Chaser would be the first spacecraft to fly through and sample emanated plumes, and create an impact cavity that facilitates study of subsurface chemistry and interior composition. While the primary goals of this mission are scientific, secondary goals of opportunity include the validation of critical technologies for use on a small-satellite platform, including CubeSat-based propulsion engines, miniaturized spectrometers and modular 3D-printed titanium propellant tanks. Once flight-tested the configuration may be applied to future small spacecraft missions to Europa, Enceladus or other bodies in the asteroid belt. Inclusive of launch and operations costs, the mission is Discovery Class in funding profile, and would secure a pathway for the future of low-cost, repeatable solar system exploration.
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